
WEST HOME INSPIRATION GUIDE 

Styles, product availability and construction may vary slightly from those shown in this book due to material availability and/or design evolution. 
Specifications are subject to change without notice. For more details, check with your designer.

Product photography and illustrations have been reproduced as accurately as printing technologies permit. To ensure highest satisfaction, we strongly 
recommend you view an actual sample for best color, wood grain and finish representation.
 
SchrockTM is a certified brand in the Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association (KCMA) Environmental Stewardship Program. The program recognizes 
companies that demonstrate an ongoing commitment to environmental practices and sustainability.

1128709930 2019-04/CNV/5M

SchrockTM has a Limited Lifetime Warranty. 
For terms and conditions, please visit: schrock.com/warranty

Front cover: PLEASANT HILL Maple Egret Paint
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Cabinet Care and Cleaning Instructions: masterbrand.com/care-and-cleaning

Full  Access  Construction

Framed  Construction



Whether looking for designer-inspired color,  
intelligent storage, or just simple style basics, trust Schrock to deliver  

the design flexibility you want, the price breadth you need  
and the service you deserve in one complete brand experience.

Full  Access  Construction

Framed  Construction
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pleasant hill
MAPLE  |  EGRET PAINT & GRIZZLY STAIN (ISLAND)
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pleasant hill
MAPLE  |  EGRET PAINT & GRIZZLY STAIN (ISLAND)
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prestley  
full access

MAPLE  | MOONSTONE PAINT 





derazi
SPECIALTY LAMINATE  |  OBSIDIAN  

ASPEN  SPECIALTY LAMINATE  | HIGH GLOSS WHITE  
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seaton
MAPLE  |  COCONUT PAINT
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herra
PURESTYLE™  |  ELK 

PRESTLEY MAPLE |  BLACK PAINT (ISLAND)



seaton
CHERRY |  STORM STAIN
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kennedy
MAPLE  |  EGRET PAINT & SEAL STAIN
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campbell
MAPLE  | SEAL STAIN



carmin
CHERRY |  BLACK FOREST FLOODED GLAZE24      |      schrock.com
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denton
MAPLE  |  DOVER PAINT
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parker
MAPLE  |  COCONUT PAINT & STORM STAIN



prestley
MAPLE |  MOONSTONE PAINT
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chanley
RUSTIC ALDER  | WHISKEY BLACK FLOODED GLAZE





ainsley
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MAPLE |  PALOMINO FLOODED GLAZE &  
SEASIDE PAINT WITH OASIS FLOODED GLAZE (ISLAND)
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huxley
MAPLE | LAMBSWOOL PAINT

WHITTAKER MAPLE | LAMBSWOOL PAINT
GALLIO SPECIALTY LAMINATE | WHARF (ISLAND)



elston
MAPLE |  MOONSTONE PAINT
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ainsley
MAPLE  |  WHITE PAINT 
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galena
MAPLE  |  COCONUT PAINT WITH GREY STONE FLOODED GLAZE





derazi
SPECIALTY LAMINATE | ARCTIC





WANT TO KNOW MORE?

Visit the Schrock website for information 
on everything from kitchen trends to 
cabinet technology! Get advice for every 
step of your journey from inspiration to 
installation. Read up on construction 
specifics to understand what makes a 
Schrock cabinet so sturdy. Visualize your 
favorite doors in the finishes you love, find 
a dealer in your area, and more... 

schrock.com
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intelligent storage, or just simple style basics, trust Schrock to deliver  
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and the service you deserve in one complete brand experience.
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